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All of these courses are instructed exclusively by Darren for IMTT Prices for these classes are quoted for the group, individually and or organization specifically.

Edged weapon EW1, 16 hours.

Covers unarmed defence of most common attacks with an edged weapon. Options if faced by an aggressor with a edged weapon. Various defence options depending on time and distance involved.
Strikes and grappling techniques that can save your life. Minimizing personal injury during a knife attack. Evasion from common knife strikes and cuts. Options for disarming the attacker. The basic use
of an edged weapon. Class is 95% physical training with discussions during training.

Edged weapon EW2, 16 hours.

Prerequisite is EW1.
Covers advanced defence of an edged weapon attack. Advanced striking and grappling methods. Advanced disarming methods. Intermediate use of a knife, bottle, screwdriver and other edged
weapons. The use of distance and distraction. Advanced methods of using a knife for personal defence. Counter movement against a knife and with a knife. Class is 95% training with discussions
during training.

Edged weapon EW3, 24 to 40 hours.

This is only for the serious person who wants to specialise in edged weapons defence and use. It covers very high level disarming and incapacitating techniques that are suitable for people who are
likely to face a regular threat of knife attack In their profession or personal life. This course is very physically and mentally challenging and is designed to give the student a very real and hands on
experience of knife fighting. Includes advanced weapon manipulation, specific weapons tactics and multi attacker defence and attack scenarios. Knife on knife simulations. Alternate weapons counter
techniques. Group tactics for disarming and more. This is strictly for the professional and requires a high level of physical fitness. Class is 95% physical training with discussions during training.
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Handgun personal defense PD1A, 16hours

Covers mental conditioning, weapons handling, manipulation, proper shooting stance, chamber checks, tactical & Speed reloads, weapons malfunctions, multiple threat engagements, turn pivots and
180s, and use of the handgun in the personal defense mode.

Handgun personal defense PD1B, 16hours

The PD1a is a prerequisite for this course. Covers hasty positions, prone firing, medium distance firing, shooting while moving, night firing concealed carry, moving targets, and close contact firing.

Handgun personal defense PD1C, 24hours

The PD1b is a prerequisite and mandatory to attend this course. If you have attended the General pistol at Gunsite or the Pistol course at Black water or Thunder ranch, these are accepted for enrollment into this course. This is not a beginning course and demands are high. The objectives of this course are; combine and integrate skills, provide stressful scenarios and introduce initial stress inoculate. This is an individual skills development course and doesn’t combine team or group (collective) skills. Over 80% of this course is field application and 20% lecture.
During this course we will cover the following topics;
1. Disablement firing drills and procedures
2. Advanced weapons qualifications courses and standards firing.
3. Dim, low, and total darkness courses of fire.
4. Force on force simulation scenarios
5. Interior and exterior tactical problems.
6. Proper use of force decision making under adverse conditions.

Handgun personal defense PD2A, 24hours

The PD1b is a prerequisite and mandatory to attend this course. If you have attended the General pistol at Gunsite or the Pistol course at Black water or Thunder ranch, these are accepted for enrollment into this course. This is not a beginning course and demands are high. The objectives of this course are; combine and integrate skills, provide stressful scenarios and introduce initial stress inoculate. This is an individual skills development course and doesnt combine team or group (collective) skills. Over 80% of this course is field application and 20% lecture.
During this course we will cover the following topics;
1. All skills instructed to this point in the Pistol course must now be performed
2. Interior, exterior movement and tactical problems.
3. Weapon retention
4. Multiple force option scenarios
5. Force on force simulation scenarios
6. Interior and exterior tactical problems.
7. Proper use of force decision making under adverse conditions
8. Make the student aware of his or her stress over load threshold.
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Shotgun personal defense SPD1a, 16hours

Covers the theory of the modern shotgun, accessories, patterning, zones of fire, proper mount, chamber check, sling carry positions, ready positions, selective loading, malfunctions, turns pivots and
180s, tactical loading , multiple threat engagement and kneeling position.

Shotgun personal defense SPD1b, 16hours

The SPD1b is a prerequisite for this course. Covers prone position, extended distance firing, transitions to the handgun, shooting while moving, disablement manipulation, weapons retention, tactical employment and night firing.
**Courses for special purpose breaching shotguns and tactical shotgun conducted at special request only. This also covers less lethal shotgun use and entry type shotguns.**
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Tactical carbine rifle TC1a, 20hours

Covers the advantages of the rifle, basic employment, carry positions, basic ballistics of the 223 zeroing of the weapon, chamber checks, ready positions, speed & tactical loading, malfunctions, overall tactical employment of the carbine rifle, turns pivots and 180s, multiple threat engagement, and kneeling positions.

Tactical carbine rifle TC1b, 20hours

The TC1a is a prerequisite for this course. Covers extended distance firing, weapons retention, close contact firing, transitions to the handgun, night firing, shooting while moving, hasty positions and
gas mask firing. This course is physically demanding and not for everyone.
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Precision rifle PR 1a, 32 hours

Covers basic use, manipulation, and overall indoctrination to the scoped rifle or counter sniper rifle system. Topics to be instructed, Maintenance of the weapon, weapons data cards and manuals, optics, the nomenclature and design of the countersniper rifle, ballistics, range cards and panoramic drawings, camouflage, movement, team configurations, KIMs games and firing out to 400 meters. All
work is at known distances.

Precision rifle PR 1b, 40 hours

The PR 1a is a prerequisite course for this class. This course covers construction of hides, unknown distance firing and range estimation, effects of all environmental conditions, slope and angle firing,
target prioritization, patrolling, basic employment and deployment considerations for military and law enforcement snipers, stalking exercises, night & dim light firing, employment of the weapon out
to 750 meters. This course is by design extremely demanding and physically trying.
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Submachine gun MP5 1a, 24hours

Covers all basic principles of employment, use and manipulation of the Submachine gun. We will cover zeroing of the weapon, operating principles, Tactical and speed loading of the weapon, malfunctions, overall tactical employment, turns pivots and 180s, multiple threat engagement, transitions, hasty positions, shooting on the move and proper maintenance.

Submachine gun MP5 1b, 24 hours

The MP5 1a is a prerequisite for attendance of this course. Covers advanced use and manipulation of the weapon, disablement firing, gas mask firing, night & dim light firing, weapon retention and
close quarter firing and advanced training drills and qualifications.
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Personal Protective measures

This course is designed for the Executive traveling aboard or the person who wants to be prepared for that next adventure trip. This class is also recommend for those who possess a heightened level of security risk domestically.
Topics to be covered
destination research (Area studies) conflict avoidance, security procedures, vehicle safety concerns, likely methods of attack, hostage survival, explosives recognition and much more. We will prepare
you to travel anywhere and the safety measures you must take to insulate yourself from attack or kidnapping. This course was developed from the US Government curriculum for Ambassadors and
state department officials. We highly recommend this class to persons traveling to the following destinations: Spain, Middle East, South & Central America, Africa, Russia and the Baltic States (check
current state department website for travel destination alerts and information).
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Executive protection series (EXP1A, 1B, and 1C.)

This series of courses is designed to develop, prepare and train the student for duty as a personal protector. This course is very extensive and filled with information. Primarily this course is offered
in Scandinavia. We have conducted numerous courses of this type there. The complete series is 100 hours in length and covers every facet of basic personal protection. Due to demand and detail of
course these are conducted for no less than 15 personnel. This course is broken into three 3day blocks.
The total executive protection series covers the following topics;
* Roles and responsibilities of the protector
* Check lists
* Intel and information gathering to include use of the internet
* Basic operational planning
* Etiquette and proper dress
* Basic area studies
* Verbal Judo
* Route selection and and security
* First responders first aid and CPR
* Counter surveillance / surveillance techniques.
* Conduct and courtesy as the employee.
* Maritime safety considerations (small boat, pleasure craft and Cruise ship)

* Principles of protection
* Advances
* Detail & protective team configurations.
* Threat assessment
* Conduct and ethics
* Security assessment and sweeps
* Basic immediate action drills
* Equipment and communications
* Improvised munitions recognition
* How to write a resume
* Vehicle considerations and equipment
* And much more

Some topics are instructed by guest lectures who are contracted for their respective area of expertise. You will note that firearms are not addressed in the EXP1A, 1B or 1C. The Executive protection
1D covers the use of the Handgun in the defensive role.
IMTT doesn’t openly advocate that all protectors be armed. The use of weapons as a protector indicates by nature that they have already failed to in their responsibilities. Yes there are times when
a protector must be armed and at times heavily armed but these are few and far between. Very , very few persons have been saved by a protector with a weapon. However hundreds avoid threats
everyday by thinking and assessing thereby preventing injury to themselves and their clients.
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